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An Evaluation of
Recent Macroeconomic
Forecast Errors 

D
espite a significant decline in the pace of economic growth in the

second half of 2000, macroeconomic forecasters underpredicted

real GDP growth and overpredicted the unemployment rate by a

significant amount, for the fifth consecutive year. On average, real GDP

forecasts were about 2 percentage points below the actual data for the

1996--2000 period, and unemployment rate forecasts about 0.5 percentage

point above. On a more positive note, forecasters ended their chronic

overprediction of inflation during much of this period. Nevertheless, sur-

prisingly large and persistent errors in recent forecasts of GDP, inflation,

and unemployment have perplexed macroeconomists and policymakers

for quite some time, and they merit closer examination.1

To begin, we ask whether the large, persistent, and one-sided errors

observed recently violate the principal objectives of economic forecasting

in a statistically significant way. And if they do, what caused these signif-

icant errors and are they likely to continue? Such violations undercut the

credibility of forecasting models and complicate the already difficult task

of setting appropriate monetary policy. Efforts to discern the causes of

recent errors and to improve macroeconomic forecasting models may

help improve the conduct of policy.

This article evaluates recent forecast errors made by private forecast-

ers in an attempt to understand why forecasts have gone so far awry. The

investigation centers on errors in forecasts of real GDP growth, inflation,

the unemployment rate, and nominal and real short-term interest rates

since 1969. The focus is on one-year-ahead forecasts because lags in the

effects of monetary policy require the Federal Reserve to forecast eco-

nomic activity well in advance when setting its current interest rate target.

Average forecasts, which tend to yield smaller errors, and individual fore-

casts are examined.
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A primary motivation for looking at the perform-

ances of individual forecasters is to learn whether

some forecasters are better than others and, if so, what

makes them better. In particular, did any forecasters

not make large errors in the late 1990s and, if so,

should we pay more attention to their forecasts for

2001? This endeavor extends the work of Zarnowitz

(1985), McNees (1992), Zarnowitz and Braun (1993),

and others who have used forecast data from panels 

of forecasters (Survey of Professional Forecasters and

The Wall Street Journal) to assess relative individual

forecaster performance. This study updates both data

sources through 2000.

The strategy is to conduct standard diagnostic

tests of average and individual macroeconomic fore-

casts in search of evidence of statistically significant

problems that would explain recent forecast errors.

One test determines whether forecasts are unbiased,

meaning that they tend to be consistently neither too

high nor too low relative to the actual data. Another

test determines whether forecasts are efficient, mean-

ing that no additional information was readily avail-

able to forecasters that could have been used to make

forecasts more accurate. If forecasts are not efficient,

forecast errors will exhibit certain types of correlation

that could be exploited to improve forecasts. One or

both of these tests should detect breakdowns or ongo-

ing shortcomings in the models used by forecasters.

Lags in the effects of monetary policy
require the Federal Reserve 

to forecast economic activity well
in advance when setting its current

interest rate target.

Although recent forecast errors have been large

and troubling, average macroeconomic forecasts gen-

erally have been unbiased during the past three

decades. This finding contrasts with most previous

studies of average forecasts, apparently because the

sample period is much longer, so that large one-sided 

errors over shorter periods, such as the recent under-

predictions of GDP, average out over time. Some sam-

ple periods beginning in the early 1980s show modest

evidence of statistically significant bias in recent GDP

forecasts. But the evidence is not robust across sample

periods, and it does not appear in other macroeconom-

ic variables.

However, there is ample evidence that average

macroeconomic forecasts are not efficient. Standard 

regression-based tests indicate that most forecasts—

with the notable exception of real interest rate fore-

casts—do not properly or completely incorporate

readily available information on current macroeco-

nomic forecasts or past macroeconomic data. These

tests cannot pinpoint why forecasts exhibit this prob-

lem without detailed descriptions of the underlying

forecasting models. But the tests do reveal that adding

this information to macroeconomic forecasts signifi-

cantly reduces the magnitude and volatility of histori-

cal forecast errors and may explain the recent behavior

of the errors.

Indeed, half or more of the average GDP forecast

error from 1996 to 2000 can be attributed to inefficien-

cy in average GDP forecasts. Specifically, the evidence

shows that forecasters tend to underpredict GDP sig-

nificantly when inflation and nominal interest rates

are unusually low, and vice versa. Adjusting recent

GDP forecasts for inflation and interest rates reduces

the 1.9 percent average forecast error by about one-

half to two-thirds (0.9 to 1.2 percentage points).2 This

adjustment is large because inflation and interest rates

were unusually low, and inflation forecast errors

unusually large, during this period. Because the inef-

ficiency of GDP forecasts existed prior to 1996, a sig-

nificant portion of the average GDP error did not
result from a sudden breakdown of GDP forecasts in

the late 1990s.

The hefty remainder of the average GDP error—

up to 1 percentage point—is not explained readily by

other basic macroeconomic information available to

forecasters. This remainder may have resulted from

some sort of breakdown in recent GDP forecasts. One

reasonable possibility is that trend productivity

growth increased by approximately this amount but

the increase was unknown to forecasters and excluded

from their GDP forecasts. Indeed, by 2000 many fore-

casters explicitly began revising their trend productiv-1 In his May 6, 1998, speech at the Chicago Fed international
banking conference, Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan said:
“Forecasts of inflation and of growth in real activity for the United
States, including those of the Federal Open Market Committee, have
been generally off for several years. Inflation has been chronically
overpredicted and real GDP growth underpredicted.”

2 Unfortunately, correcting for inefficiencies does not systemat-
ically improve inflation forecasts during this period, although it
does cut in half the variance of inflation forecast errors by reducing
very large errors in the 1970s and early 1980s.
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ity estimates upward, and these revisions were reflect-

ed in higher GDP forecasts.

Individual forecasters fared no better, in general,

than the average of all forecasters. Between 1996 and

2000, essentially all individual forecasters underpre-

dicted GDP while nearly all forecasters overpredicted

unemployment, and essentially all forecasters over-

predicted inflation in 1997 and 1998. Because no one

got it “right,” individual forecasters offer little hope of

learning what caused the unusually large errors. 

Nevertheless, individual forecasters exhibit dis-

tinct differences in their ability to produce unbiased

and efficient forecasts. Regression-based tests show

that most individual forecasts of GDP and inflation

tend to be either unbiased and efficient—“good” fore-

casts—or biased and inefficient—“bad” forecasts.

However, the time period of the forecast seems to be a

key determinant of individual performance. Overall,

this preliminary evidence motivates further investiga-

tion of individual forecasts.

I. Basic Principles of Economic Forecasting

Before analyzing the data, it is helpful to review

briefly some of the basic principles of forecasting using

econometric models.3 Traditionally, economists have

postulated that the central goal is to produce unbiased

and efficient forecasts with uncorrelated forecast

errors. These properties stem from the assumption that

forecasters use all available information and use it cor-

rectly. If so, errors made by econometric forecasting

models will exhibit certain statistical properties that

can be measured and observed. Forecasts that exhibit

these properties suggest that the forecasters indeed

use accurate models and all available information

when making forecasts.

Not all forecasters necessarily share this tradition-

al forecasting goal because they may have other objec-

tives. Laster, Bennett, and Geoum (1999) find evidence

that publicity may be more important than accuracy to

some forecasters, presumably because it might attract

clients and increase profits. Lim (2001) finds evidence

that financial analysts bias upward their forecasts of

corporate earnings in exchange for inside information

that improves the accuracy of their forecasts. Lamont

(1995) finds evidence that reputation effects lead fore-

casters to produce more radical, less accurate forecasts

as they grow older and more established.4 Some fore-

casters may place a higher weight on predicting reces-

sions than rapidly expanding activity, and still others

may shade their forecasts toward the consensus to

avoid making unusual errors. Even the monetary

authority might have nontraditional forecasting objec-

tives—perhaps it would accept biased inflation fore-

casts in exchange for more accurate forecasts of rising

inflation—but such nontraditional theories have not

been widely developed yet.

Let yt be a variable, such as output growth, to be

forecast. The forecasting model for forecaster i is

yt = fi(Ai(L)yt-1,Bi(L)Xit;d) + eit, (1)

where Ai and Bi are unknown parameters, L is the lag

operator; Xit is a set of explanatory variables, d is a set

of parameters, fi(•) is a function (possibly nonlinear),

t denotes time, and eit is a stochastic error.5 Every ele-

ment of equation (1) has a subscript i to indicate that

all aspects of the forecasting model can differ across

forecasters.6

Forecasts are obtained as follows. Using data on

yt and Xit, forecasters calculate econometric estimates

of d (note that estimation techniques also may vary

across forecasters). Using a variety of methods, fore-

casters obtain forecasts (denoted by a tilde) of the

explanatory variables, 
~Xi,t+k, k periods into the future.7

Then the k–step ahead forecast (made at the beginning

of period t) is

ỹi,t+k = fi(Ai(L)yt+k-1, Bi(L)
~
Xi,t+k; d̂i) (2)

and the k–step ahead forecast error is

ẽi,t+k = yi,t+k – ỹi,t+k. (3)

Under this definition, positive forecast errors indicate

underprediction and negative errors indicate overpre-

diction.

Differences among forecasters and forecasting

3 Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976) and Granger and Newbold
(1986) are good references with more details.

4 Lamont’s results are obtained from a panel of forecasters
published in BusinessWeek magazine but Stark (1997) does not repli-
cate Lamont’s result with the anonymous Survey of Professional
Forecasters (SPF). The difference may be explained by the fact that
reputation effects do not appear in confidential forecasts.

5 All of the ideas in this discussion generalize to multivariate
forecasts as well. In fact, most economic forecasts come from multi-
variate models that produce simultaneous forecasts of many vari-
ables. 

6 Even yt could be viewed as varying across forecasters. For
example, output could be real GDP or industrial production, the
data could be levels or growth rates, and growth rates could be
based on annual averages or four-quarter changes.

7 These methods include auxiliary forecasting models, judg-
mental extrapolation, exogenous policy assumptions, and forecasts
from other forecasters.
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models imply that individual forecasts and forecast

errors will be different as well. The following basic

principles of economic forecasting are used to evaluate

the performance of forecasts:

• Unbiased Forecasts—Forecasts should be

approximately equal to the actual data on aver-

• age over time, (1/T)∑t

T

=1
(yt – ỹit) = 0; thus fore-

• cast errors should be approximately zero on 

• average over time, (1/T)∑t

T

=1
ẽit = 0.

• Efficient Forecasts—Forecasts should come

from accurate models of economic behavior that

use all relevant information readily available to

the forecaster. No other model or readily avail-

able information should be able to improve the

forecasts.

• Uncorrelated Errors—Forecast errors should not

be correlated with past errors (corr(eit,ei,t–s) = 0

for all periods s > 0) or with other informa-

tion readily available to the forecaster .

Forecasters can be evaluated according to how well

they adhere to these principles.

Violations of these basic forecasting principles can

occur for many reasons. Inaccurate parameter esti-

mates, omitted explanatory variables, and erroneous

models (for example, linear instead of nonlinear) all

can produce either bias or inefficiency or both in fore-

casts. Inefficient forecasts will produce correlated

errors, but inaccurate parameter estimates or the inclu-

sion of explanatory variables with spurious correlation

can, too. Biased forecasts may or may not be ineffi-

cient, and vice versa. In short, these diagnostic tests

only detect problematic forecasts but they cannot pin-

point the exact reason for the problem. One needs pre-

cise details on the forecasting model to produce more

specific diagnoses.

One common statistic used to track forecast errors

and identify bias or breakdowns in forecasting models

is cumulative forecast errors. If forecasts become biased

or a forecasting model breaks down, forecast errors will

not average to zero any more and the sum of all errors

will become large in absolute value. If the cumulative

sum of forecast errors exceeds a statistically deter-

mined critical value, the forecasts are biased (this is

called a CUSUM test). A preliminary indication of bias

is that forecasts tend to become one-sided, as with the

recent consecutive string of positive GDP errors.

Another common method of testing for bias and

efficiency is a regression-based approach. The estimat-

ing model is

yt+k = b0i + b1iỹi,t+k + b2iZit + hi,t+k , (4)

where Zit is a set of variables that were available when

the forecast was made and could improve the forecast.

The logic of this test is that the forecast should track the

actual data one-for-one over time, hence b1i = 1, and

the other explanatory variables should not matter,

hence b0i = b2i = 0. Assuming b2i = 0, if b0i ≠ 0 there 

is evidence of bias. And if b2i ≠ 0 there is evidence of

inefficiency. Formally, the two-step procedure is as 

follows. To test for bias, set b2i = 0 and evaluate the 

null hypothesis H0: [b0i b1i] = [0 1]; then, to test jointly

for bias and  efficiency, evaluate the null hypothesis 

H0: [b0i b1i b2i] = [0 1 0].8 The list of potential candi-

dates for Zit is extremely long and it is impossible to

test all candidates. Consequently, in this study, the list

is limited to the latest available data (yi,t–1 and Xi,t–1)

and other forecasts made at the same time.9

Past applications of this regression-based testing

procedure often have led to rejections of unbiasedness,

efficiency, or both for many macroeconomic variables.

For examples, see Zarnowitz (1985), Baghestani and

Kianian (1993), and Loungani (2000). But the rejections

are not universal. A prominent exception is Keane and

Runkle (1990), who found that price forecasts are unbi-

ased and efficient (controlling for money, oil prices,

and lagged prices). Bonham and Cohen (1995) showed

that the Keane and Runkle efficiency tests were flawed

and that price forecasts were inefficient. Keane and

Runkle (1995) agreed but argued that the Bonham-

Cohen methodology may have difficulties too. In

short, the question of whether forecasts are unbiased

and efficient remains open.

Keane and Runkle (1990) also raised a potentially

important methodological point about the use of aver-

age forecasts in these regression-based tests. Regres-

sion tests that use average forecast data yield estimates

of the b parameters that may contain aggregation bias,

which is the difference between these estimates and

the average of all parameter estimates obtained from

regression tests that use individual forecast data. If this

aggregation bias is large, it could prevent tests with

average forecast data from providing accurate infer-

ence about the collective bias and efficiency of the

9 Another feasible candidate for the efficiency test is the disper-
sion of forecasts across individual forecasters, or uncertainty, as
described in Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987).

8 Note that this test indirectly detects whether the forecast has
failed to include the information contained in Zit. It does not detect
whether the forecasting model is incorrect or the parameter esti-
mates are inaccurate, two conditions that might be classified as inef-
ficiency as well.
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group of forecasters (but not individual forecasters).10

Thus, the results in Section III of this article should be

interpreted with caution.

To deal with the aggregation problem, Keane and

Runkle (1990) propose a panel regression approach

using cross-section time series data on individual fore-

casters. This methodology overcomes the shortcom-

ings of panel regressions noted by Zarnowitz (1985)

and its b parameter estimates do not exhibit aggrega-

tion bias. However, this approach has drawbacks, too.

In particular, it eliminates aggregation bias by restrict-

ing slope parameters (b1i,b2i) to be the same for all

forecasters. But this strong restriction is not satisfied in

the data (see the appendix tables in Keane and Runkle

1990, for example) and it is the only case in which

aggregation bias is certain to be eliminated, as dis-

cussed in Theil (1971). Panel regressions that impose

counterfactual parameter restrictions may exhibit sta-

tistical problems as well.11

For these reasons, and brevity, I do not explore the

panel regression methodology. Nevertheless, my gen-

eral conclusions from the average forecast data are

exactly the same as those drawn from the Keane and

Runkle and Bonham and Cohen work—forecasts are

unbiased but inefficient. In addition, the continued use

of average forecasts in the literature suggests a lack of

consensus on this issue. Ultimately, the primary inter-

est of this investigation is in determining whether

some forecasters are better than others, and that

involves estimating individual regression models for

each forecaster separately.

II. Data Sources

The forecast data come from three sources, which

are described in more detail in the Data Appendix.

One is the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF),

which begins in 1969 and includes approximately 40

anonymous forecasters per survey.  A second source is

The Wall Street Journal (WSJ). McNees (1992) originally

developed this panel containing about 30 of the pub-

licly identified forecasters with data beginning in the

mid 1980s. The third source is the Blue Chip Economic

Indicators (BC), which begins in 1977 and includes

about 50 institutional forecasters whose identities also

are revealed. Individual BC forecasts have not been

compiled, so only the BC consensus (average) data are

used here for comparison with the average SPF and

average WSJ data. The composition of forecasters

changes over time in each data source; management of

the SPF changed as well.

One-year-ahead forecasts have
received less attention than 
one-quarter-ahead forecasts 

but are at least as important, 
and possibly more so.

Forecasters differ in potentially important ways.

Because SPF forecasters are anonymous and report

the same forecasts they sell in the market, typically it

is assumed that financial incentives make the SPF

forecasts likely to be the most accurate of private

forecasts (see Keane and Runkle 1990; Baghestani

and Kianian 1993). In contrast, forecasters in the WSJ

and BC surveys are identified by name and thus may

have other objectives. Publicity is a motivating factor

for BC forecasters, according to the Laster, Bennett,

and Geoum (1999) study, and the WSJ survey

emphasizes publicity by picking and publicizing 

the best forecasters each year (but not on average

across years). Also, identification might lead some

forecasters not to provide their best forecasts

because they could lose income from potential

clients. Yet another difference is that the WSJ fore-

casts come from individuals, whereas the BC fore-

casts come from institutions that may have

employed different forecasters over time; the type of

SPF forecaster is unknown.

This study focuses on forecasts of five key macro-

economic variables: real output growth, ỹi; inflation,π̃t;

the unemployment rate, ũt; the nominal short-term

interest rate, ı̃t, and the real short-term interest rate,

10 Baghestani and Kianian (1993) argue that one can use medi-
an, rather than average, forecasts to circumvent this criticism.
However, the median also depends on the distribution of individual
forecasts, albeit in a more complicated manner, and thus does not
avert the problem. I find that the test results are essentially the same
when estimated with average and median forecasts.

11 There may be other problems with the Keane-Runkle panel
regression. First, it also makes strong assumptions about individual
forecast errors that imply there are no performance differences across
forecasters, which Section IV of this article shows may be counterfac-
tual. Second, the individual forecaster data set forms an unbalanced
panel because forecasters are not in the panel for all years. Thus, if
forecasters in different time periods have different parameters, the
panel estimates could be misleading, which Section IV of this article
also shows may be a problem. Third, GMM estimation methods have
been shown to exhibit serious biases in small samples. All of these
issues require extensive additional investigation.
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r̃t = ı̃t – π̃t.
12 The real rate is not reported explicitly by

forecasters but is implied by their nominal rate and

inflation forecasts. Real output is GNP prior to the

early 1990s and GDP thereafter. The unemployment

rate is for the total civilian labor force. Inflation is

growth in the total CPI-U since the early 1980s and

growth in the GNP implicit price deflator prior to that.

The nominal short-term interest rate is mainly the 

3-month Treasury bill rate. Each forecast is for one cal-

endar year, made at the end of one year and covering

the subsequent calendar year.13

One-year-ahead forecasts have received less

attention than one-quarter-ahead forecasts but are at

least as important, and possibly more so. Because 

changes in monetary policy typically affect the econo-

my with a lag of six to 18 months, policymakers must

evaluate economic activity in the future to determine

the appropriate monetary conditions today. One-year-

ahead forecasts are potentially more difficult than one-

quarter-ahead forecasts because the opportunity for

unexpected economic developments is greater.

However, McNees (1992) reports mixed evidence on

the precision of short-term versus medium-term fore-

cast errors across a range of variables and individual

forecasters.

Two types of actual data are used to calculate fore-

cast errors. One is the most recent version of the data,

which includes all revisions since the forecast period.

These current data contain information unavailable to

forecasters at the time of their forecasts—such as late-

reported data or methodological changes—that could

induce biases, inefficiencies, and correlation in forecast

errors. The other type is so-called real-time data,

which are those available when the forecasts were

made. These data were obtained from the Federal

Reserve Bank of Philadelphia and various issues of the

Economic Report of the President.
Many analysts have argued that real-time data are

most appropriate for evaluating forecast performance

and monetary policy decisions.14 The argument is that

forecasters should be expected to forecast economic

activity only as it was understood from (potentially

erroneous) data at the time, but not data revisions or

“true” economic activity. On the other hand, the opti-

mal conduct of monetary policy is likely to depend on

“true” economic activity, so it seems reasonable to

examine forecasts relative to the best estimates of

activity—presumably, the current data. 

It turns out, however, that the dichotomy between

current and real-time data is largely irrelevant, for two

reasons. First, current and real-time data are virtually 

The dichotomy between current and
real-time data is largely irrelevant

because they are only modestly 
different at the annual frequency. 

the same for inflation, unemployment, and interest

rates because these data are subject to very little revi-

sion. Second, current and real-time real GDP data are

only modestly different at the annual frequency.

Apparently, temporal aggregation smoothes many of

the differences between these versions at quarterly fre-

quencies. Actual data in this study are current data

except in a few instances where real-time GDP data are

noted (yr
t).

III. Average Forecasts

To begin, it is helpful to examine the historical evi-

dence on forecasts and errors by looking at data aver-

aged across forecasters (sometimes called consensus

forecasts). Figure 1 plots data, forecasts, and forecast

errors for five macroeconomic variables over the past

three decades. The left column shows the SPF forecasts

and actual data; the right column shows the SPF fore-

cast errors, plus the WSJ and BC errors for comparison.

Table 1 reports basic statistics for the errors during the

full sample and latest five years.

Despite the potential for substantive differences

among the three forecast groups, it is apparent from

the errors shown in Figure 1 that the three average

forecasts are similar during their common sample

periods. The WSJ inflation errors are slightly more

variable than the other two inflation errors and the

SPF interest rate error in 1982 is quite different, but

12 If the real interest rate forecast were defined as r̃t = ı̃t–1 – π̃t, as
in some modern macroeconomic models, the inflation and real rate
forecasts would be essentially the same. Moreover, this specification
assumes the nominal rate is fixed but its maturity is only three
months whereas the real rate forecast is for one year.

13 Although one-year-ahead forecasts can be constructed at
higher frequencies, the overlapping nature of such forecasts makes
them dependent over time and this correlation introduces potential
problems for statistical and econometric analysis.

14 See, for examples, Keane and Runkle (1990), Robertson and
Tallman (1998), Orphanides (2000), Croushore and Stark (2000a,
2000b), and Koenig, Dolmas, and Piger (2000).
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otherwise the differences are few.15 Consequently, the

remainder of the analysis focuses on the SPF data

because they are available for the longest period.

Several general characteristics of forecast errors

are apparent from the figure and table. First, and most

obvious, the volatility of errors varies widely.

Unemployment rate errors are by far the least variable

and GDP errors the most variable. In addition, the

volatility of these errors is particularly great in relative

terms because the average real interest rate and GDP

growth rate are smaller than the averages of inflation,

unemployment, and nominal interest rates.

All forecast errors appear to be approximately

unbiased, fluctuating more or less evenly around zero

over the full sample period, as they should. Most aver-

age errors are 0.3 percent or less in absolute value, a rel-

atively small amount for these variables. Only the

nominal interest rate average error, at –0.5 percent, is

close to being statistically and economically significant-

ly different from zero. But the BC errors suggest that

this finding might be an artifact of the shorter sample

period.

Although average errors are about zero, some

errors are more likely to be one-sided—consecutive

positive or negative errors—for extended periods of

time. Errors in inflation, unemployment, and to a less-

er extent the nominal interest rate often stray signifi-

cantly above or below zero for many years in a row.

Inflation errors were positive in all but one year up to

1981 and then were negative for five straight years.

Similarly, unemployment errors were negative from

1983 to 1988 as the unemployment rate was falling. In

contrast, errors in GDP (until recently) and real inter-

est rates are more likely to jump up and down across

the zero line.

One key reason for this difference is that inflation,

unemployment, and nominal interest rates were much

more variable. During periods of major structural

change, such as the 1970s and early 1980s, forecasters

have particular difficulty forecasting the timing of

such changes correctly. The left column of Figure 1

shows that inflation and unemployment rate forecasts

especially were consistently behind the data while

these variables were rising and falling markedly. In

contrast, average GDP was relatively stable during

this time and forecasters were quite successful at pre-

dicting the ups and downs—surprisingly, even better

than during the more tranquil period since the mid

1980s.

The figure and table put recent forecast errors into

historical perspective. None of the most recent SPF

errors are the largest in history. Forecast errors for all

variables during the 1970s and early 1980s generally

were much larger than those since, primarily because

there were more frequent and severe recessions, which

are hard to predict.16 But recent GDP errors are much

larger than average. Only the 1983 GDP error was larg-

er than the 1999 error among positive errors, and the

1974 and 1982 errors were the only others larger in

absolute value. The GDP errors in the late 1990s are

clearly the largest since 1983. Recent errors in unem-

ployment and inflation have been economically signif-

icant, but these errors are relatively small in historical

perspective.

Table 1 documents that from 1996 to 2000 errors in

output growth (1.9 percent) and the unemployment

rate (–0.5 percent)—but not inflation, interestingly—

were significantly different from zero. This result con-

trasts sharply with the full sample period, when these

errors were roughly zero, and underscores the point

that errors may appear to be biased over shorter sam-

ple periods. This recent period is also different in that

the errors were large during a robust expansion when

the macroeconomic data were less variable. In the first

half of the sample, large errors occurred primarily dur-

ing times of economic turbulence, especially severe

recessions.

The extended period of large, one-sided GDP

errors is troubling. Until the late 1990s, GDP errors had

never been one-sided for five consecutive years, much

Table 1

SPF Forecast Error Statistics
Percent

Full Sample 1996--2000

Error Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

y .30 1.82 1.93 .84
y r –.14 1.96 1.68 .98
π .25 1.36 –.18 .75
u –.02 .84 –.53 .22
i –.52 1.53 .10 .79
r .03 1.29 .30 .50

Note: Full sample period is 1969--2000 except for i and r, which have
samples of 1982--2000. Bold values indicate that the mean is signif-
icantly different from zero at the 5 percent level or better.

15 The significant difference between SPF and BC interest rate
errors in 1982 is an anomaly attributable to different data sources
and the use of annual averages versus Q4 values (see the Data
Appendix for details). Interest rates dropped a lot in the final
months of the year so SPF interest rate forecasts (for Q4) made large
overprediction errors whereas BC interest rate forecasts made small-
er errors because annual interest rates did not decline by nearly as
much.

16 This point has been made numerous times by McNees (1992,
1994, and 1995).
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less large and one-sided for that long.

Errors in the other variables had been

similarly large and one-sided, but not

errors in real GDP growth. The one-

sided negative errors in the unem-

ployment rate from 1996 to 2000 may 

Recent forecast errors are
not extraordinarily large
in historical perspective,
but the extended period 
of large, one-sided GDP

errors is troubling.

be related to the GDP errors during

this period, if forecasters rely on

Okun’s law or some other macroeco-

nomic relationship between output

and unemployment. But these 1996--

2000 errors for GDP and unemploy-

ment are even more puzzling in that

they generally have not been matched

by consistently large, one-sided errors

in inflation or interest rates during

this period.

Naturally, the question arises:

Have forecasting models broken

down in the late 1990s and, if so, why?

Specifically, are the one-sided GDP

and unemployment errors large and

long enough to conclude that some-

thing has changed fundamentally? Or

are these errors statistically similar to

historical errors?

Tests for Bias

Figure 2 plots cumulative errors

for the SPF average forecasts over two

sample periods. The left column

shows cumulative errors for the full

sample, 1969 to 2000, and the right

column cumulative errors for the

post-1983 sample. The dashed lines

around the cumulative errors indicate

the points at which bias is statistically
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significant at the 5 percent confidence

level, which is the basis of the

CUSUM test.

The motivation for looking at the

post-1983 subsample is that the econ-

omy may have experienced signifi-

cant structural change after the

tumultuous period of the 1970s and

early 1980s. It is widely believed that

monetary policy changed after this

period. In addition, McConnell and

Perez-Quiros (2000) advanced the

hypothesis that there has been a struc-

tural shift (reduction) in volatility

since 1984 as well. Tests for bias attrib-

utable to structural change should not

be conducted over periods with mul-

tiple breaks, which would be the case

for the full sample if breaks occurred

in both 1984 and 1996.

Figure 2 provides modest evi-

dence of a statistically significant bias

in real GDP forecasts, but only in the

post-1983 subsample. The full sample

shows no evidence of significant bias

in any macroeconomic forecast as of

2000. During the 1970s, inflation fore-

casts were significantly biased down-

ward (underpredictions) but the fore-

casts were largely back on track by the

1990s. Over the post-1983 sample,

however, real GDP forecasts are

biased—but just barely, and it was not

until 1999 that one could draw this

conclusion confidently. Furthermore,

this result is sensitive to the starting

date for the cumulative errors.

Starting a couple of years earlier or

later than 1984, the cumulative errors

are not significant. Finally, note that

cumulative errors constructed with

real-time GDP data show no bias.

In contrast, post-1983 cumula-

tive errors in inflation, unemploy-

ment, and nominal interest rates

reveal no statistically significant bias-

es. All three cumulative errors are

negative (indicating overprediction)

and close to their lower bounds, but

none are significantly biased.

Interestingly—and in contrast to the

four other variables—cumulative
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errors provide no evidence of bias in

real interest rate forecasts, even

though these forecasts are merely

implied rather than explicit.

Turning to the regression-based

evidence, Table 2 reports estimates of

bias tests using SPF average forecasts

over the full sample and the post-1983

subsample.17 For each regression

(row), the table includes estimates of

the intercept and slope. Under the

null hypothesis of unbiasedness, these

parameters should be zero and one,

respectively; significant deviations of

either parameter (or both) from these

values can lead to a rejection of the

null. The p-value from the joint test of

this hypothesis appears in the final

column and indicates the level of con-

fidence at which the hypothesis can

be rejected.

The regressions yield qualitative-

ly similar results to the CUSUM

tests—most forecasts of macroeco-

nomic variables are unbiased. Over

the full sample, the p-values generally

do not come close to conventional lev-

els of significance for rejection except

for the nominal interest rate, which

clearly is biased, but these data are not

available before 1982. However, like

the CUSUM tests, the regressions

show some evidence of bias in the

post-1983 subsample. GDP forecasts

are biased relative to current data (but

not real-time data) over this subsam-

ple, and unemployment forecasts are

on the borderline. But this result also

is sensitive to the starting period of

the sample, as it is with the CUSUM

test. 

Overall, the statistical evidence of

bias is rather weak and not very

17 Estimates with the BC average forecasts
over the 1977--2000 period are very similar. The
only two substantive differences are that the BC
forecasts of GDP are biased relative to the cur-
rent data and the BC coefficients in the nominal
interest rate regression are quite different (inter-
cepts with different signs). The former is not
attributable to the shorter sample period, as SPF
forecasts of GDP for the 1977--2000 period are
unbiased. 
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robust. This result is somewhat sur-

prising in light of the fact that many

previous tests have found substantial

biases in average forecasts, particular-

ly inflation forecasts. Apparently, 

Most forecasts of 
macroeconomic variables
are unbiased over longer

periods of time. 

moderately large errors over medium-

term periods tend to average out over

longer periods of time.

Tests for Efficiency

Regression-based tests of efficien-

cy for average forecasts require a

specification of Zt, the explanatory

variables that might improve fore-

casts. Individual forecasters making

forecasts in period t of output, infla-

tion, unemployment, and interest

rates surely know their own forecasts

plus the lagged data for each variable.

If so, then Zit =

[ỹitπ̃itũitı̃itr̃ityi,t–1πi,t–1ui,t–1ii,t–1ri,t–1]

is a reasonable choice, and none of

these variables should significantly

improve the fit of the regression.

Although there is no such thing as

the “average forecaster,” I make the

analogous assumption for average

forecasts.18 With only 32 annual

observations of average forecast

data, and fewer for individual fore-

casters, it is not possible to include all

Z variables simultaneously so they

are added to efficiency regressions

one at a time. (Only one significant

variable is required to reject efficien-

18 In fact, most individual forecasters
probably know the average forecast of other
forecasters as well. But this hypothesis is more
speculative and requires more investigation.
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cy.) Not all forecasters report data for all five macro-

economic forecasts.

Table 3 reports results from efficiency tests of SPF

average forecasts over the full sample. The table for-

mat is somewhat nonstandard in that columns do not

represent results from a single regression; rather, each

number represents an estimate of the b2 parameter on

Zt from a separate regression (with standard errors in

parentheses).19 The bottom portion of the table pro-

vides information about the econometric importance

of Zt. Bias ¯̄R2 is from Table 2, Max. D¯̄R2 is the maximum

increase in fit from incorporating Zt, and Max. Zt is the

variable that yielded the maximum fit. Bold estimates

indicate a significant rejection of efficiency.

All forecasts fail tests for efficiency except the real

interest rate forecast. For each of the four other fore-

casts, at least three measures of Zt are significant and

efficiency is rejected. Moreover, the magnitude of the

estimates is often quite large. Not surprisingly, these

additional variables make economically significant

contributions to the fit of the data. For GDP and unem-

ployment, the fit increases by about 25 percent; for

inflation and interest rates, the fit improves by more

than 5 percent.

Two interesting patterns emerge from an exami-

nation of the variables that improve each forecast.

First, data on inflation and nominal interest rates (both

forecasts and lagged data) improve forecasts of GDP

and unemployment, and the improvements are rela-

Table 2

Regression Tests of Bias for SPF Aggregate
Forecasts
Variable Sample b0 b1

–
R2 p-value

1969--2000 –.07 1.13* .39 .59

ỹ
(.77) (.25)

1984--2000 .93 .97* .19 .04
(1.18) (.45)

1969--2000 –.83 1.24* .41 .61

ỹ r (.83) (.26)
1984--2000 .32 1.06* .16 .42

(1.40) (.53)

1969--2000 .99 .86* .76 .57

π̃ (.95) (.18)
1984--2000 .14 .87* .48 .19

(.76) (.20)

1969--2000 –.02 1.00* .68 .99

ũ
(.78) (.12)

1984--2000 –.24 .99* .76 .10
(.86) (.14)

1982--2000 2.28* .57* .49 .01

ı̃ (.91) (.13)
1984--2000 1.81 .64* .45 .08

(1.07) (.17)

1982--2000 .98 .62* .22 .33

r̃
(.69) (.25)

1984--2000 .90 .62* .32 .23
(.58) (.26)

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses. * indicates the coefficient 
is significant at the 10 percent level or better. The p-value is from the
F-test; bold indicates rejection of unbiasedness at the 10 percent
level or better. The  π̃ regressions include an AR(1) correction for seri-
al correlation estimated by maximum likelihood with a grid search for
the global maximum.

19 The real interest rate identity makes some of the inflation
and interest rate estimates identical.

Table 3

Regression Tests of Efficiency for SPF
Aggregate Forecasts 

Dependent Variable

Z yt πt ut it rt

ỹt --.23 --.10 .51 .64
(.15) (.11) (.44) (.44)

π̃t --.38* .33* --.14 --.11
(.17) (.09) (.40) (.21)

ũt .12 --.65* .12 .24
(.27) (.24) (.28) (.23)

ı̃t --.45* .04 .28* --.11
(.19) (.19) (.10) (.21)

r̃t --.27 .04 .10 --.14
(.43) (.19) (.19) (.40)

yt–1 .01 .02 --.18* .12 .05
(.15) (.08) (.05) (.14) (.15)

πt–1 --.35* --.42* .29* --.34 --.16
(.13) (.21) (.06) (.25) (.17)

ut–1 .09 --.48* --.25 .07 .19
(.25) (.17) (.32) (.22) (.19)

it–1 --.33* .38* .19* .79 --.10
(.13) (.19) (.06) (.89) (.20)

rt–1 --.01 .42* --.05 .38 .42
(.18) (.12) (.08) (.24) (.37)

Bias 
–
R 2 .39 .76 .68 .49 .22

Max. D
–
R2 .10 .05 .15 .03 .05

Max. Zt πt–1 ut–1,rt–1 πt– rt–1 ỹt

Note: Each entry reflects an estimate of b2 from a separate regression,
with standard errors in parentheses. * indicates that the coefficient
estimate is significant at the 10 percent level or better, and bold esti-
mates indicate that efficiency (joint test of [b0 b1 b2] = [010]) is re-
jected at the 10 percent level or better. Missing entries indicate the
estimates are not applicable. Bias 

–
R2  is from the bias regressions in

Table 1, Max. D
–
R2 indicates the maximum increase for any Z in the

column, and Max. Z indicates which variable achieved the maximum.
The sample periods are 1969 to 2000 except for regressions involving
ı̃t and r̃t, which are 1982 to 2000. The π̃ regressions include an AR(1)
correction for serial correlation estimated by maximum likelihood with
a grid search for the global maximum.
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tively large. Second, data on unemployment and inter-

est rates improve forecasts of inflation, but by a more

modest amount.

Data on inflation and nominal 
interest rates (both forecasts and
lagged data) improve forecasts 

of GDP and unemployment, and the
improvements are relatively large.

Apparently not all facets of inflation and interest

rates are being incorporated into average GDP fore-

casts. The first column indicates that average GDP

forecasts might be more accurate if they were adjusted

to account for a strong inverse correlation between

GDP forecast errors and inflation or interest rates. In

other words, when inflation and interest rates are

unusually high, GDP forecasts should be lower, and

vice versa. The estimates for inflation and interest

rates, forecasts and lagged data, are all large and simi-

lar, though inflation has a stronger impact.20 A

decrease in inflation or interest rates of 1 percentage

point, either in the lagged data or in the current fore-

cast, should raise the current GDP forecast by about

0.3 to 0.5 percentage point. This analysis is essentially

the same for unemployment except that the estimates

are positive and smaller in absolute value.

Inflation forecasts also fail to completely incorpo-

rate all information, especially on unemployment and

interest rates. The second column indicates that aver-

age inflation forecasts might fit the data better if they

were adjusted to account for the strong inverse corre-

lation between inflation errors and unemployment or

the strong positive correlation between inflation errors

and interest rates. Apparently, when unemployment is

unusually low or interest rates are unusually high,

average inflation forecasts should be higher. These

estimates are even larger than for GDP and unemploy-

ment, except for the insignificant estimates on interest

rate forecasts.21

An explanation for this correlation may be associ-

ated with monetary policy.  Perhaps private forecast-

ers have inaccurate assessments and forecasts of the

Federal Reserve’s interest rate and inflation targets, or

inaccurate estimates of its response to macroeconomic

shocks. Alternatively, perhaps the Fed is better at pre-

dicting inflation or uses a different model to forecast

inflation. These interesting hypotheses merit further

investigation. In any case, the explanation for ineffi-

ciency can only be found in the details of the macro-

economic forecasting models.

Evidence on efficiency in interest rate forecasts is

mixed. Efficiency is rejected for every variable in the

nominal interest rate regressions, but none of the esti-

mates are significant. This means that the rejection is

primarily attributable to problems in the other two

parameter estimates rather than to meaningful contri-

butions by the alternative variables. In contrast, effi-

ciency is not rejected for any variables in the real inter-

est rate regressions. The shorter sample for interest

rates seems to limit the conclusions that can be drawn

confidently.

Tests for Correlation

Table 4 reports results of regression tests of corre-

lation between current and lagged forecast errors.

Such correlation should not exist because, if it did,

forecasters could use it to improve their forecasts by

revising their models or by obtaining better economet-

ric estimates of the model parameters.

The first panel reports regressions of each error

against its own lag only, called an AR(1). The next two

panels report multivariate regressions of all lagged

errors, in search of cross-correlation. The panel with

GDP, inflation, and unemployment excludes interest

rates and thus covers the full sample period. The panel

with inflation and the nominal interest rate cannot

include the real interest rate as well, so the final panel

reports the real rate estimate from a separate restricted

regression.

The AR(1) results indicate that most average fore-

cast errors are not correlated with their own lags (seri-

ally correlated). The exception is inflation, which is

highly serially correlated; the unemployment error

shows some serial correlation but is not quite signifi-

cant. The lagged inflation error is also highly correlat-

ed with the GDP and unemployment errors over the

full sample, but none of the other cross-correlations

are significant. Moreover, this correlation appears to

be associated primarily with the high inflation period

of the 1970s and early 1980s. Over the shorter sample

20 Unreported GDP regressions that include both inflation and
interest rates together show little additional explanatory power.
Apparently, the information helpful to GDP forecasts is common to
both explanatory variables.

21 For inflation, unreported regressions with multiple variables
reveal independent contributions from unemployment and interest
rates.
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period, 1982 to 2000, forecast errors are much less cor-

related with the lagged inflation error—especially the

inflation error itself—and only the correlation with the

unemployment error is significant.

Correlation between forecast errors and lagged

inflation errors may provide information that could be

used to improve forecasts. Certainly the inflation fore-

casts could be improved by adding greater persist-

ence. Exploiting the cross-correlation with GDP and

unemployment is more difficult, however. Apparently,

the average GDP (unemployment) forecast overlooks

the fact that when inflation is overpredicted last peri-

od, current GDP growth (unemployment) will be high-

er (lower) than forecast this period. The explanation

for this correlation also may be associated with mone-

tary policy.

Implications and Applications

The statistical analysis in this section points

toward the overall conclusion that average macroeco-

nomic forecasts generally are

unbiased but inefficient, with

correlations among forecast

errors that apparently are not

exploited. One possible inter-

pretation of this conclusion is

that recent forecasting errors

do not reflect a breakdown in

forecasting models, but rather

a confluence of macroeco-

nomic conditions that magni-

fied preexisting inefficiencies

and caused forecasts to run

off track temporarily. This lat-

est episode of errors also may

have increased the probabili-

ty of detecting the forecasting

problems.

This interpretation seems

broadly consistent with

recent GDP and unemploy-

ment errors, but perhaps not

the relatively smaller inflation

errors. During the late 1990s,

inflation and nominal interest

rates were low by historic

standards and forecasters

consistently overpredicted

both variables. The efficiency

and correlation tests suggest

that taking account of the cor-

relation between GDP (and unemployment) forecast

errors and these variables might help explain the large

GDP forecast errors. 

However, recent macroeconomic conditions do

not seem to help explain inflation forecast errors. On

one hand, the efficiency tests suggest that unusually

low nominal interest rates should produce lower infla-

tion than was forecast. On the other hand, the tests

suggest that unusually low unemployment should

produce higher inflation than was forecast. This ten-

sion probably is related to the errors made in Phillips

curve relationships over this period.

To quantify the extent to which recent macroeco-

nomic conditions interacted with forecast inefficien-

cies and error correlation, I constructed various

adjusted average forecasts that try to correct for inef-

ficiencies and correlation. The adjusted forecasts

were obtained from the fitted values of efficiency

regressions that include selected measures of Zt
and/or lagged errors that were found to be signifi-

cant. To ensure that the adjustments are not unduly

Table 4

Regression Tests of Correlation for SPF Aggregate Forecast Errors
Forecast Error

Sample Independent e t
y e t

π e t
u e t

i e t
r

Variables

.09 .57** .27 .10 .01
AR(1) only

(.18) (.15) (.18) (.21) (.24)

e t
y
–1 .05 --.06 --.15

(.26) (.16) (.13)

1969-- e t
π
–1 --.60** .59** .31**

2000 (.24) (.15) (.09)

. e t
u
–1 .21 --.47 --.03

(.55) (.35) (.22)
–
R 2 .12 .34 .36

e t
y
–1 --.12 --.04 .01 --.05 --.09

(.31) (.19) (.12) (.32) (.31)

e t
π
–1 --.70 .05 .32* --.46 --.51

(.44) (.27) (.17) (.45) (.43)

1982-- e t
u
–1 --.07 --.19 .17 .04 .23

2000 (.85) (.52) (.34) (.89) (.85)

. e t
i
–1 --.08 .12 .02 .31 .19

(.41) (.25) (.16) (.42) (.40)
–
R 2 .08 .02 .05 --.19 --.12

. e t
r
–1 .26 .04 --.13 .37 .33

(.39) (.21) (.16) (.36) (.35)
–
R 2 --.07 .06 --.15 --.12 --.09

Note: ** indicates significance at the 5 percent level and * indicates significance at the 10 percent level.
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influenced by the latest

developments, the efficiency

regressions are estimated

from 1969 to 1995 (the results

are still significant). Then the

1969--95 estimates are used

to construct out-of-sample

(1996 to 2000) adjusted fore-

casts. Adjusted forecasts

using the efficiency regres-

sions estimated over the full

sample period (1969--2000)

are also reported for compar-

ison. If inefficiency and cor-

relation were unchanged

over the full sample period,

including the last five years

in the regressions would

give a more accurate adjustment to the forecasts. 

Table 5 summarizes the impact of the efficiency

adjustments. Adjusting for forecast inefficiencies sig-

nificantly improves recent GDP forecasts. Adding only

the lagged nominal interest rate to the GDP regression

reduces the average 1996--2000 GDP error of 1.9 per-

cent by one-fourth (1969--1995 adjustment) to one-half

(1969--2000 adjustment). Moreover, the variance of the

GDP forecast error is reduced by about one-fourth

over the full sample. Adding only the lagged inflation

error yields more modest reductions in average errors

and error variances. Together, these two variables

reduce the average 1996--2000 error by up to two-

thirds and the full-sample variance by one-third.

These are economically significant improvements.

In contrast, adjusting for forecast inefficiencies

yields mixed results for inflation forecasts. Adding the

lagged real interest rate essentially eliminates the rela-

tively small average 1996--2000 error of –0.2 percent,

and it cuts the full-sample variance of the inflation

error in half. However, adding lagged unemployment

or the lagged inflation error makes the forecast error

worse by inducing more bias during the 1996 to 2000

period, even though these variables also reduce the

full-sample error variance. This result suggests that

there may indeed be a fundamental break in the struc-

tural determination of inflation during recent years.

To summarize, it appears that average macroeco-

nomic forecasts could be improved to reduce the puz-

zling errors encountered during the late 1990s. Rather

than adding information in an ad hoc manner, a better

way to make those adjustments is to restructure the

econometric models underlying these average fore-

casts. That requires working knowledge of the models.

However, it is possible that some individual forecast-

ers may have had better success during the late 1990s.

If so, we might be able learn something about the

unusual average forecast errors from the forecasts and

errors of successful individual forecasters.

IV. Individual Forecasts

This section briefly examines the forecast perform-

ance of individual forecasters from the SPF and WSJ. A

thorough examination of individual forecast properties

is left for future research. The analysis is largely paral-

lel to that of the previous section. It presents historical

data on forecasts and forecast errors and reports tests

for bias, efficiency, and correlation for individual fore-

casters. Finally, it provides a brief summary assessment

of individual forecasters’ performance.

Figure 3 plots actual data against the forecasts and

forecast errors of individual SPF forecasters for the five

macroeconomic variables.22 This figure is analogous to

Figure 1 except that it reflects an annual summary of

all forecasters through a device called a box plot. The

box plot indicates the major percentiles of the distribu-

tion across forecasters that year—see Illustration 1 for

details. Note that specific forecasters are not identified

in the figure, and any particular forecaster could be at

the top of the box plot in one year and at the bottom

the next year.

Table 5

SPF Aggregate Forecast Errors Adjusted for Inefficiency
Percent

Reduction in
1996-2000 Average Errors Error Variance

Adjustment Adjusted by Regression

Error Variables Actual 1969--1995 1969--2000 1969--1995 1969--2000

ẽy it–1 1.9 1.4 1.0 23 25
ẽy ẽπ

t–1 1.9 1.7 1.2 6 21
ẽy it–1,ẽπ

t–1 1.9 1.2 .7 23 35

ẽπ rt–1 --.18 --.00 --.01 50 51
ẽπ ut–1 --.18 --.81 --.45 45 49
ẽπ rt–1,ut–1 --.18 --1.20 --.68 43 47
ẽπ ẽπ

t–1 --.18 --.37 --.25 41 41

22 The WSJ forecasters are not included because their sample
period differs from that of the SPF forecasters and the WSJ forecasts
are somewhat more diverse, so when the WSJ forecasters are included
the distribution appears to change significantly. Qualitatively, the ver-
sion of Figure 3 with WSJ forecasters is the same but the height of the
box plots (dispersion of forecasts) is somewhat greater on average.
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The broad patterns in the forecast

and forecast error distributions are

essentially the same as those for the

average SPF forecasts. GDP errors

tend to be the most volatile, and the

volatility of the data, forecasts, and 

forecast errors is considerably lower

in the post-1984 period. Recent errors

are relatively small in historical per-

spective but tend to be one-sided

(especially for GDP). Most of the fore-

cast error box plots encompass zero,

which means that at least some fore-

casters were “right” in most—but

clearly not all—years. Forecasters

underpredicted inflation throughout

the 1970s, but real interest rate fore-

casts were surprisingly and consis-

tently accurate.

The most striking feature of

Figure 3 is that essentially all individ-

ual forecasters underpredicted GDP

throughout the late 1990s and, until

recently, the errors got worse. For the

four years from 1996 to 1999, the GDP

error box plots lie above zero and the

median increased each year. Only in

2000 did the median error decline,

and a minority of SPF forecasters

made errors close to zero (none of the

WSJ forecaster errors were zero in
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2000). This improvement in 2000 was

the joint result of forecasters increas-

ing their GDP forecasts and GDP data

declining unexpectedly at the end of

the year. Prior to 1996, the box plots

failed to encompass zero in only six

years, and in those episodes the

median was never the same sign for

more than two consecutive years.

Individual unemployment fore-

casts in the late 1990s also tended to

be one-sided but the distributions

were not as bad as for GDP. Most

unemployment forecast errors,

including the median, were negative

from 1996 to 2000. However, a small

minority of forecasts was relatively

accurate each year, and the distribu-

tion of forecast errors was relatively

small in historical perspective.

In general, inflation forecast

errors were not particularly large dur-

ing this period except in 1997 and

1998. During these two years essen-

tially all forecasters overpredicted

inflation. This relatively short string

of errors is less troubling, as the infla-

tion errors disappeared in 1999 and

turned positive in 2000, largely

because of unexpected energy price

increases. Furthermore, these inflation

errors are smaller and less persistent

than those prior to the mid 1980s.

Overall, Figure 3 indicates that

there is little hope of gleaning an

explanation for the recent large and

one-sided forecast errors from indi-

vidual forecasters. Because no one

consistently forecasted GDP and

unemployment accurately over the

period 1996 to 2000, we cannot obtain

clues to the forecast error biases from

forecasters who “got it right.”

Nevertheless, it remains of interest to

test individual forecasts, in order to

gain a better understanding of the

average forecast error properties and

to ascertain whether some forecasters

offer relatively better forecasts. 

The remainder of this section

reports the results of these tests for

individual SPF and WSJ forecasters.
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Only forecasters with 10 or more annual observations

are included in the tests.23 Most of these forecasters

have 11 to 14 observations, and the maximum number

of observations is 21. Most SPF forecaster data begin

before 1984 and most WSJ forecaster data begin after

1983, an important sample difference that is noted in

the results. Not all forecasters report all variables

every year, so the coverage varies across macroeco-

nomic variables. Data on GDP and inflation forecasts

are the most widely available.

Forecast Tests

Table 6 summarizes the results of the individual

forecaster bias regressions. The table reports the num-

ber of individual forecasters with unbiased and biased

forecasts for each variable, as well as the numbers for

two groups distinguished by whether their forecasts

begin before 1984 (Early Group) or after 1983 (Later

Group). The Early Group includes mostly SPF fore-

casters and the Later Group mostly WSJ forecasters,

but some of each forecaster type are in each group. The

table also lists the average parameter estimates and the

standard deviation (not standard error) of the esti-

mates in parentheses.

The numbers of biased and unbiased individual

forecasts are roughly the same for GDP and inflation

forecasts, but the test results are closely linked to the

sample period. Most GDP forecasts in the Later Group

are biased (17 out of 22), whereas most GDP forecasts

in the Early Group are unbiased (12 out of 15). The dif-

ference is even more pronounced for inflation.

Virtually all inflation forecasts in the Later Group (21

out of 22) are unbiased, whereas virtually all inflation

forecasts in the Early Group (15 out of 16) are biased.24

Most unemployment forecasts are unbiased, but

this result may be sample-dependent as well. Data

availability limits the unemployment rate forecasts to

primarily SPF forecasters whose data begin prior to

1984. Most nominal interest rate forecasts are biased

and most real interest rate forecasts are unbiased, but

most interest rate forecasts begin after 1983. For all

variables, the average parameter estimates are compa-

rable to those of the average forecasts.

Table 7 summarizes the results of the individual

forecaster efficiency regressions. Each number in the

table represents the percentage of forecasters whose

forecast (row) fails efficiency when each element of Zit
is added to the regression. For example, the first num-

ber in the first row indicates that efficiency can be

rejected for 46 percent of all individual GDP forecasts

because their own inflation forecast contains useful

information for predicting GDP. Thus, high numbers

indicate greater rejections of efficiency in individual

forecasts. The table reports these percentages for all

forecasters and for the two groups of forecasters divid-

ed by sample period.

Widespread rejection of efficiency is seen among

forecasters for all variables except the real interest rate.

Table 6

Regression Tests of Bias for SPF and 
WSJ Individual Forecasts

Forecast

ỹ π̃ ũ ı̃ r̃

Unbiased
Total Forecasts 17 22 15 4 11

Early Group 12 1 14 1 2
Later Group 5 21 1 3 9

b0 mean .51 .51 .65 1.97 .92
(1.35) (1.31) (.76) (.37) (.40)

b1 mean .78 .85 .91 .65 .58
(.37) (.40) (.12) (.09) (.25)

p-value mean .41 .53 .66 .31 .40
(.22) (.30) (.27) (.31) (.13)

Biased
Total Forecasts 20 16 2 11 1

Early Group 3 15 1 3 0
Later Group 17 1 1 8 1

b0 mean 2.34 2.52 --.20 2.53 1.26
(1.19) (1.03) (4.08) (1.64) n.a.

b1 mean .45 .65 .99 .51 .46
(.49) (.16) (.64) (.24) n.a.

p-value mean .03 .02 .07 .03 .09
(.02) (.02) (.04) (.03) n.a.

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations of the param-
eter estimates across all forecasters. Sample periods vary by fore-
caster with a minimum of 10 and maximum of 21 observations. Early
Group contains forecasters whose forecasts begin before 1984
(mostly WSJ) and the Later Group contains forecasters whose fore-
casts begin after 1983 (mostly SPF).

23 It is possible that choosing only forecasters with long sample
periods imparts a sample selection bias. For example, forecasters
with less than 10 observations might be biased and/or inefficient
and thus go out of business before they survive 10 years.
Unfortunately, however, the forecast surveys do not track the rea-
sons for entry and exit of forecasters, nor do they provide a valid sta-
tistical representation of all forecasters, so it is not possible to quan-
tify potential sample selection bias very well.

24 The individual bias results are consistent with the average
bias results reported in Table 2 for forecasts beginning after 1983.
However, apparently the biases in forecasts over short subsamples
average out over the full sample. Also, note that the average 
forecast results can differ from the individual results because the
average forecasts include forecasts from individuals with less than
10 observations.
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For all forecasts, at least one

alternative variable induces a

rejection of efficiency for at

least half of all individual fore-

casters. Perhaps the most

remarkable result is that effi-

ciency is rejected for four out of

five individual inflation and

interest rate forecasts because

forecasters apparently did not

properly incorporate their
own unemployment forecasts.

Information in unemployment

forecasts leads to a rejection of

efficiency for one-half of the

real interest rate forecasts as

well. This result indicates that

most individual forecasters

could make some improve-

ments in their inflation and

interest rate forecasts with very

little difficulty or cost by sim-

ply adjusting for the correla-

tion with their unemployment

forecasts. They also might be

able to make significant

improvements by redesigning

their forecasting models to eliminate this inefficiency.

The efficiency results vary across forecaster

groups in two ways. First, the vast majority of rejec-

tions of efficiency for GDP forecasts occur in forecasts

from the Later Group. All variables lead to the rejec-

tion of efficiency in GDP forecasts for at least three-

fifths of the forecasts from the Later Group, but fewer

than one in four alternative variables leads to a rejec-

tion of efficiency in GDP forecasts from the Early

Group. Second, the vast majority of efficiency rejec-

tions in inflation forecasts occur in forecasts from the

Early Group, while inflation forecasts from the Later

Group are rarely inefficient.

Finally, Table 8 reports the results of tests for cor-

relation among individual forecast errors by regress-

ing contemporaneous errors on lagged errors.

Analogous to Table 7, entries in this table are percent-

ages of forecasters whose coefficient estimates are sig-

nificant. The diagonal entries reflect the AR(1) esti-

mates. The off-diagonal entries are estimates from 

regressions of the contemporaneous errors on each of

the lagged errors, one lagged error at a time.

The majority of individual errors do not exhibit

correlation, but many individual errors do. Only one-

third of the inflation errors exhibit autocorrelation (the

diagonal) and the other errors exhibit even less. Only

one cross-correlation is significant for half or more of

the individual forecasters—the correlation between

the unemployment error and the lagged inflation

error. The rest are generally significant for one-third or

fewer individual forecasters. However, for each error

except the real interest rate, at least one lagged error 

is significant for one-third or more of the individual

Table 7

Regression Tests of Efficiency for SPF and WSJ Individual Forecasts
Percent Rejecting Efficiency

Zit

Variable ỹit π̃it ũit ı̃it r̃it yi,t–1 πi,t–1 ui,t–1 ii,t–1 ri,t–1

All Forecasters
ỹt 46 31 69 50 43 59 51 62 43
π̃t 38 82 23 17 30 27 35 35 38
ũt 6 29 40 0 59 71 24 24 18
ı̃t 38 47 80 42 53 47 53 53 47
r̃t 0 17 50 17 8 8 17 8 0

Early Group
ỹt 27 21 25 0 7 7 27 20 7
π̃t 80 87 75 67 69 63 81 81 81
ũt 0 20 50 0 60 67 13 20 13
ı̃t 75 75 75 67 25 25 25 25 25
r̃t 0 33 67 33 0 33 33 33 0

Later Group
ỹt 59 100 89 67 68 95 68 91 68
π̃t 9 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
ũt 50 100 0 0 50 100 100 50 50
ı̃t 22 33 100 33 64 55 64 64 55
r̃t 0 11 0 11 11 0 11 0 0

Note: Entries are the percentage of forecasters for whom the column variable leads to a rejection of effi-
ciency.  Sample period varies across forecasters with a minimum of 10 observations.  Before 1984 and
after 1983 indicate when the forecaster data begin. Early Group contains forecasters whose forecasts
begin before 1984 (mostly SPF) and the Later Group contains forecasters whose forecasts begin after
1983 (mostly WSJ).

Table 8

Regression Tests of Correlation for SPF and
WSJ Individual Forecast Errors
Percent Significant Correlation

Forecast Errors

Independent ẽt
y ẽt

π ẽt
u ẽt

i ẽt
r

Variables

ẽt
y
–1 14 21 35 20 17

ẽt
π
–1 14 32 53 7 0

ẽt
u
–1 16 18 12 40 17

ẽt
i
–1 36 18 0 0 0

ẽt
r
–1 0 18 25 9 8

Note: The numbers represent the percentage of forecasters who have
significant coefficient estimates in regressions of forecast errors on
lagged errors.
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forecasters. To summarize, correlation in individual

forecast errors is not rampant, but it is a problem 

for a significant fraction of individual forecast errors. 

Evaluating Individual Performances

The tables summarizing the individual forecast

tests conceal the relative performances of individual

forecasters and thus preclude any assessment of

whether some forecasters might be “better” than others.

One way to quickly assess relative forecast performance

is to examine the bias and efficiency test results for each

individual forecaster, as shown in Figure 4. The figure

contains scatter plots of bias and efficiency by forecaster

for GDP and for inflation. The bias measure is the p-

value, so larger numbers are better (p-values of less

than 0.10 indicate significant bias). The efficiency meas-

ure is the percentage of variables in Zit (out of a maxi-

mum of nine) for which efficiency is not rejected, so

again larger numbers are better. The observations are

separated by sample period around 1984.

Forecasters who have unbiased forecasts also tend

to have efficient forecasts, in general. For both GDP

and inflation, the figure reveals a positive, though

nonlinear, relationship between the measures of unbi-

asedness and efficiency. Two distinct groups emerge.

Forecasters with less than 50 percent efficiency have

unequivocally biased forecasts, whereas most forecast-

ers with at least 75 percent efficiency have unbiased

forecasts. This sharp distinction among forecasters—

biased and inefficient versus unbiased and efficient—

contrasts with the result from the average forecasts,

which were generally unbiased but inefficient. For the

most part, the sample period is again the key distin-

guishing feature in the results, although more so for

inflation than GDP.

This simple first pass at evaluating forecasters

suggests important quality differences and motivates a

more thorough investigation in the future. Such an

investigation would benefit from an expanded data

base that includes more forecasters whose data cross

over subsample periods, as well as more forecasters

within each subsample.

V. Summary and Conclusions

GDP and unemployment rate forecasts and, to a

lesser extent, inflation forecasts veered off track in the

second half of the 1990s. Although the errors are not



Data Appendix
Survey of Professional Fore-

casters—The SPF has been con-
ducted quarterly by the Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
since 1992 and formerly was
conducted by the American
Statistical Association (ASA)
and the National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER). The
SPF contains quarterly and
annual forecasts of 24 economic
variables, some of which
extend back to 1968:Q4. The
documentation and historical
data are located at http://
www.phil.frb.org/econ/spf and
Stark (1997) provides additional
details. Annual forecast data
come from the November survey
each year. See Table A1 for 
data details.

The Wall Street Journal—The
WSJ publishes a survey of fore-
casters in early January and July
each year. Currently, the WSJ sur-
vey contains nearly a dozen vari-
ables, but not all variables are
available in every year and one-
year-ahead forecasts also are not
available every year (six-month-
ahead forecasts are available
instead). The annual data come
from the January WSJ publica-
tion. Stephen McNees (1992)
originally constructed this data
base for the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston with data begin-
ning in the mid 1980s, and I have updated it through 2000.
See Table A1 for data details.

Blue Chip Economic Indicators—The BC survey (news-
letter) was founded by Robert J. Eggert and is published
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unusually large in historical perspective, they are eco-

nomically significant and troubling—particularly from

the perspective of monetary policymakers who require

accurate forecasts to set interest rates appropriately.

On average, macroeconomic forecasts are approxi-

mately unbiased, but they are inefficient and the fore-

cast errors are characterized by improper correlation.

These factors indicate that macroeconomic forecasts

leave considerable room for improvement.

At least with regard to the period 1996 to 2000, no

individual forecasters in the SPF or WSJ predicted

macroeconomic conditions accurately and consistent-

ly. However, the brief and preliminary investigation of

individual forecaster performance in this study pro-

vides evidence of differential abilities among forecast-

ers. Much more data and analysis are required in this

area before any firm conclusions can be drawn about

the best forecasters.

Table A1

Forecast Data Sources and Definitions
Survey Variable Sample Definition Measure

y Real GNP before 1992 Q4/Q4 % change
Real GDP since 1992

π GNP deflator before 1982 Y/Y % change 
Total CPI-U since 1982

SPF u Total civilian unemployment rate Q4 value

i 1982--2000 3-month T-bill rate Q4 value

y 1986--2000 Real GNP before 1992 Q4/Q4 % change
Real GDP since 1992

π 1986--1998 Total CPI-U Dec/Dec % change

WSJ
u 1986--1993 Total civilian unemployment rate December

i 1984--1998 3-month T-bill rate December

y Real GNP before 1993 Y/Y % change
Real GDP since 1993

π GNP deflator before 1982 Y/Y % change 
Total CPI-U since 1982

BC u Total civilian unemployment rate Annual average

3-month commercial paper rate
i (before 1983) Annual average

3-month T-bill rate (since 1983)

1969--2000

1977--2000

monthly by Aspen Publishers, Inc. It contains quarterly 
and annual forecasts of 15 economic variables since the 
mid 1970s. These data can be obtained from
http://www.bluechippubs.com/menu.htm. The annual
data come from the December BC survey. See Table A1 for
data details.
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